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1. INTRODUCTION 

Two silicon vertex detector designs have been proposed for a forwud collider B physics 
experiment at the SSC: in one the silicon syntcm is put outside the bcmnpipe (like in the 
forward part of the proposed BCD detector’); and in the other the silicon syrtcm is put 
inside the be-pipe, close to the circulating beams, with the use of “romul pots” (u in 
the COBEX proposal’). In what follow these will be referred to u the inside and outside 
designs. The two designs arc significantly different in their construction and impact on the 
rest of the experiment. We would like to under&and how the designs compere for doing B 
physics and what we the factors that most greatly influence the rtaultr. 

Two measurements relying on the vertex detector and of particular importmcs for B 
physics are the reconstructed vertex position and B maa. We have andyzcd the resolution 
achievable in these 2 quantities for “models” of the two forward collider vertex detector 
designs. The design parameter8 -.beampipe radius and thickness, silicon position and res- 
olution, etc. - have been varied about their nomind values to observe their effect on these 
resolutions. 

We find very little difference between the two designs; both give nearly the same decay 
length error, impact psrwnetcr error, and reconstructed B mass error, for a large range of 
geometricd parameters. The design parameter having the most signiliant impact on the 
errors of B decay vertices is found to be the point resolution of the silicon detectors. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

#.I The Verlez Error Calculation 

Generd equationa for track and vertex reconstruction can be derived using the tech- 
nique of led squares’. With the least squares technique, the error on the reudt can be 
cdculsled if one know the errors on the meaauremcnts, independent of the measurements 
end the cdculation of the rewlt itself. Neglecting the primary vertex error, we GUI cdcu- 
late the czprcled covariance matrix for a reconstructed vertex from estimatea of the point 
measurement errors and multiple scattering crror~ for Ihe desired detector configuration. 
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The result is an equation for the vertex cow&ace matrix in terms of the momentum 
vectors of the decay products and the position of the vertex. We will get distributions of the 
resulting errors if we integrate the equation over a random distribution of momentum vectors 
and vertex positions for a particular decay mode. We have generated these distributions using 
PYTIIIA’ veraion 5.6 for Bz + r+r- and Bi + +Kt at the SSC. 

We use a simple model of each detector to calculate the expected covariance matrix 
of each track to be used in reconstructing the decay vertex. To simplify the calculations, the 
model has no magnetic field in the region of the vertex detector. The covariance matrices 
are calculated with the Kdman filtering equatic&, starting with the last measurement in 
the vertex detector and working inward to the secondary vertex. It is assumed that any 
tracking detector beyond the vertex detector would have worse resolution than the vertex 
detector and would contribute negligibly to the vertex covariance. Without the aid of any 
other detector, B track must intersect at least 2 silicon planes in order to be measured and 
used in reconstructing B vertex. 

With the track covariance matrices calculated, only an estimate of the momentum 
resolution of the detector is needed to calculate the error on the reconstructed Bi mass. We 
will assume that the momentum is measured in a downstream detector with a dipole magnet 
and use the parameterieation: 

cp. = k I P. I &ii (0 

where k ia a constant, pl is the component of the momentum along the beam, and p. is the 
momentum below which multiple scattering dominates. 

Figure I: The outside the beampipe design showing the beampipe (dark shading) and the 
first 2 silicon discs (light shading). ( a is a view down the beam axis and (b) is e. cross ) 

section in a plane containing the beam axis. The design ia azimuthally symmetric. R is a 
radius in the 2-y projection. 

2.2 The Deteclor Designs 

Several points are common between the two designs. Both detectors arc assumed 
to reconstruct and identify tracka with momenta > 05GeV/c ani to cover not more than 

--+ 

Figure 2: The inside the beampipe design showing the RF shield (dark shading) and the 
first 2 silicon planes (light shading). ( a IB a cross section taken at the position of one of ) 

the silicon planes and perpendicular to the beam and (b) is a CIOSB section in the y.z plane. 
The parameters t.;, and t,;, have not been drawn in this figure for clarity but should be 

obvious from the figure of the outside the beampipe design. 

I < r) < 6 (recdl that tracks must intersect at least 2 silicon planes to bc measured). The 
silicon detectors are assumed to be 300pm thick and measure both x and y coordinates with 
a resolution of~~(, (e.g. pixel or double aided strip detectors). There are n,;, detector planes 
at positions &. (The z axis coincides with the beam, with z = 0 at the primary vertex; 
the y axIs in in the verticd dike&on; and the z axis is in the horizontal direction.) Two 
spacing schemes are used: “linear’ spacing, where the distance betwcen’succcssive planer is 
constant; and “rapidity” spacing, where the distance between succeeding planes is a constant 
multiple of the preceding distance. 

For the outside design (Fig. 1) the beampipe ia a beryllium cylinder of radius vpip and 
thickness t,;,. The silicon detectors are considered ui discs covering the radii from ,,;I inner 
to 7.d ou,w. 

For the inside design (Fig. 2) th c silicon is a pair of rectangular wafers positioned at 
fr,;, inner from the bean in the y direction. Each rectangular wafer is of sine (r,il _,=, - 
r,;l ;....) in the y direction and twice that in the a direction. The silicon is separated from 
the beam by a beryllium RF shield with the triangular shape shown in Fig. 2. The inner 
edge of the RF shield is at fr,, from the beam in the y direction and has a thicknere of 

k+. 

5. RESULTS 

In Table 1 we list the parameters for our %mmind” vertex detector designs. They 
correspond roughly to what appears in Refs. 1 and 2. 

The lut two parameters, k and po, are independent of the vertex detector design. 
They arc needed to cdculate the momentum resolution, which in turn is used to cdcdate 
the error on the reconstructed Bz miss. Their nomind values arc chosen for demonstration 
purpow and don’t necessarily reflect the values proposed by the experimenters. 
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Table 1: “Nominal” design parameters for the inaide and outside designs. See section 2.2 in 
the text and Figs. 1 and 2 for their definitions. 

item 
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k- I::; 

rit inner (mm) 
r.it mbr [mm; 
Lil mm 

cb-1 (rm) 
n.;, 
Gil (mm) 
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- 

1 - 

inside design 
4.0 
0.2 
5.0 
55.0 
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5 
8 
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10.0 

outside design 
10.0 
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12.5 
112.5 
0.3 
5 
6 
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120., 240., 480. 
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mm mm 
Figure 3: The distributions of cq, SDL, and (rbr, the z component of the impact parameter 
errors, for the pions in Bi + r + - decays. The shaded (line) histogram is for t!te nominal r 

outside (inside) design. 

3.1 Verlcz Resolution 

Ueing a sample of 10000 Bi events where the BO, is forced to decay to ~r’r-p we get 
the distributions of decay length errors (WI), decay length divided by its error (SDL= f/a,), 
and impact parameter errors (a) shown in Fig. 3. The nominal outside design achieves 
25% smaller errors than the nominal inside design, due primarily to the “rapidity” verws 
the “linear” plane spacing. This is shown in Fig, 4 where we compare the nominal outside 
design to an inside design with “rapidity” spacing. The two designs are now very close in 
vertex resolution and it i. quite good. Taking CT (= 3OO~nn for a B meson) as the average 
impact parameter of B decay tracks, these designs achieve impact parameter resolutions at 
led 10 times smaller. Taken another way, the average SDL is greater than 80. 

The optimal plane spacing is not investigated here. Instead, we use the “rapidity” 
spacing for both designs from now an. 
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Figure 4: Like Fig. 3 but with “rapidity” detector spacing for both designs. There ia a 
- 10% acceptance loss for the inside design due to the gap in y, 
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Figure 5: Effect of varying ?.i, inner on SDL 

We varied the silicon radius, besmpipe/RF shield radius, beampipe/RF shield thick- 
ness, the point resolution, etc. to investigate their relative importance to the resolutions. 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the results when v,;l innrr and n,.t are varied. (The acceptance is kept 
constant by scaling v,;r ovls, and I.;, in proportion to ?,;I in..,.) A summary of the results 
is presented in Table 2. There is a strong depcndance on up<, II much weaker dependance 
on r,;, in-, and almost no dependance on t,,. Doubling nti from 5pm to 10pm changes 
SDL more than moving the silicon 1 cm further from the beam or quadrupling the thickness 
of the beampipe/RF shield. If rP, = 20~171, the fraction of events with SDL< 20 increues 
from - 20% to - 50%. 

The dominance of the point resolution in the vertex errors is due in large part to 
the rather high momenta and transverse momenta of the pions in the accepted Bi + x+x- 
decaya. Although good vertex resolution is not required to find Bz -+ $Kt decays where 
$ + p+#-, we expect worse resolution in reconstructing the $J vertex since the muons 
h&e lower momenta and transverse momenta (see Fig. 7). The distributions for 08, SDL, 
and ~8 are plotted in Fig. 8. The effect is about the same as increasing bw to 8 or lO,nn 
for 8: + r+r-. The results for B,j -+ +Ky are included in Table 2 for comparison with 
Bz -+ *+T-. The two detector designs atill perform similarly. With lower particle momenta, 
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Figure 6: Effect of varying vP, on SDL. 
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Figure 7: The fi and I’ distributions for Bi + X+T- (shaded histogram) and Bs + +Ky 
with $J - ~?p- (solid line) at the SSC. 
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Figure 8: Resolutions for reconstructing the $ - p’p- decay from Bz - $Kt decays. The 

shaded bistogrcm (solid line) is for th e outside (inaide) design. The aamc design 
parameter8 are used here as in generating Fig. 4. 

Table 2: The average value of SDL for varied parameter values. “Nominal” and superscript 
“nom” refer to tlie nominal parameter values listed in Table 1. 

pbramcter inside design outride design 
changel B;-+r+r- B;++K: B:-tn+*- B: -llK: 

nominal 81 65 82 58 
112 x crh.., 84 13 96 78 

2 x m”.., 69 49 64 42 
4 x CE”“.. 50 33 43 25 

l/2 x tpy 82 66 84 61 
2xt""" 79 62 78 54 

wti = 1Oum 50 41 _ 57 43 
bpr = lS/rm 36 30 42 33 
u*=20pm 27 23 
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Figure 9: Effect of varying cPpl on the B mass resolution 

v~, while still important, in no longer the only dominant factor in determining the vertex 
resolution. 

3.2 Moss Rem&&m 

Calculating the error on the reconstructed mads serves two purposes: we get an 
estimate of the lower bound on the error coming from the reconstruction of the opening 
angle in the vertex detector and we get an catimate of the momentum resolution that must 
be achieved if one wants to diatinguiuish a Bi from a 8: on the basis of the reconstructed 
maw. The B%Bt mass difference is approximately 100MeV’; a maw resolution significantly 
eme&er tbax this is desirable. 

In Fig. 9 we plot the contribution to the Bz mass error from the opening angle error, 
for the same point resolutiona aa in Fig. 7. Charges in thi. plot will have a reduced ctTeet 
when added in quadrature with the contribution due to the momentum meaauremcnt error 
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Figure 10: Effect of varying po and k on the B mass resolution for the outside design, 
Results for the inside design are similar. 

to get the total Bi mass error. The total is displayed in Fig. 10 for nominal geometry 
parameters and varied momentum resolution parameters. 

Both designs can achieve mass resolutions in the range lo-20 MeV. The mass resoh- 
tion is less sensitive to changes in the vertex detector parameters than the spatial resolution 
but otherwise follows the same general trends. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Despite our initial prejudice that a vertex detector positioned closer to the beam 
would be superior for reconstructing B decays, we find that there is very little difference as 
long as the inner radius is less than - Zcm. For Bi + *+*- both proposed designs perform 
well. Both vertex detectors are capable of reducing combinatoric backgrounds while keeping 
a substantial fraction of the signal with tight vertex requirements. With a good magnetic 
spectrometer, both can well reconstruct the B: mass. 

Due to a lack of other constrtints, Bz + r+r- seems to be the decay with the greatest 
demands on vertex resolution. We looked at the + > p+p- vertex from Bz + $Ky decays 
as an example of reconstructing B vertex with lower p and pt decay products. At these lower 
momenta, the two designs still perform comparably. 

The most important parameter for determining the vertex resolution is the silicon 
detector point resolution. A v,,pl = 5pm is difficult to achieve in practice, requiring: 

+ a silicon readout pitch of 50pm or less, 

l good signal to noise (but limits the detector lifetime in a high radiation environment), 

. tracks at near to normal incidence to the detector (silicon resolution degrades with 
increasing angle of incidence), 

l pulse height information for interpolation between pixels or strips, and 

. alignment of the vertex detector to a few microns. 

In particular, access to pulse height information could,put a severe limit on the readout 
speed of the vertex detector and limit the data taking rate. 

If, for L particular detector design, the point resolution is larger than 5pm then there 
.is even less to gain in resolution by moving the silicon detectors closer to the beam. Of 
course, angular coverage versus channel count and coat may be the dominant issue in such 
a design. 

In order to obtain Bi-Bz mass separation at 30, the momentum resolution should be 
better than up/p = 0.001~ (for pin GeV/c) in the large p limit. An effective lower limit on 
the momentum resolution depends on the silicon point resolution. For r# = 1Opm this lower 
limit is about a,/p = O.OOOlp. A moderate (- 10 GeV/c) scattering term in the momentum 
resolution doesn’t seem to cause any problems. 
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